
Rule 1: Place labels on th eright edge of the shipment

Rule 2:  Avoid the centre of the package; the mounting location should be  

structurally sound

Rule 3:  Place labels on the longest side of the package

Rule 4:  The heavier the shipment, the lower the label should be mounted

Rule 5:  Place the Alert Sticker on the bill of lading as a reminder for receivers  

to check the indicator immediately upon arrival

 L-30 100G (Green) and L-35 75G (Orange) 
 
Place label on upper right corner of the package.

L-47 50G (Red) 
 
Packages 22.68 - 45.36kg (50-100lbs): Place label on upper right corner  

of the package (Position A).

Packages 45.36- 226.8kg (100-500lbs): Place label along right edge, at least  

61cm (24 inches) from the bottom of the package (Position B).
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ShockWatch Label Impact Indicator  
Mounting Instructions

Recommended Placement
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L-55 37G (Purple)

 
Packages 22.68 - 45.36kg (50-100lbs): Place label on upper right corner  

of the package (Position A).

Packages 45.36- 226.8kg (100-500lbs): Place label along right edge, at least  

30.5-61cm (12-24 inches) from the bottom of the package (Position B).

If the package is twice as long as it is wide, use two ShockWatch Label  

Indicators. Place a second Indicator in the same position on the opposite side  

of the package.

L-65 25G (Yellow)

 
Place label 30.5-35.5cm (12-24 inches) from the bottom of the box. Optional: Place a 

second indicator in the same position on the opposite side of the package.

If the package is twice as long as it is wide, use two ShockWatch Label  

Indicators. Place a second Indicator in the same position on the opposite side  

of the package.

Recommended Placement

While these instructions are considered best practices, each situation may be 

different. If you have any further questions or would like to reorder, please either 

email us at solutions@shockwatch.com.au or call 1300 074 625.
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